NUMBERS FOR LIPREADING PRACTICE

YOU CAN PRACTISE THESE USING A MIRROR OR WITH A FRIEND.

Thirteen/thirty        fourteen/forty        fifteen/fifty
Third/thirtieth       fourth/fortieth      fifth/fiftieth
Sixteen/sixty         seventeen/seventy   eighteen/eighty
Sixth/sixtieth        seventh/seventieth  eighth/eightieth

Nineteen/ninety       one hundred / one hundredth
Ninth/ninetieth       a thousand / a thousandth

These numbers are easy to mix up so check that you have heard correctly by asking a closed question:

“Did you say thirteen?”    No
“Did you say thirty?”     Yes.

This way confusion can be avoided. This kind of question can be used in any situation.

CAN YOU COMPLETE THIS BOOKS & NUMBERS QUIZ

1. The secret ..........................

2. The Famous..........................

3. ..................... leagues under the sea

4. Round the world in .......... days

5. ........ night

6. ........ Dalmatians

7. ........ musketeers

8. A tale of ...... Cities

9. The ........ steps

10. Snow White & the .... Dwarfs.
NUMBER SAYINGS: USE THESE NUMBERS TO COMPLETE THE SAYINGS. YOU MAY NEED TO USE SOME OF THE NUMBERS MORE THAN ONCE.

Six; seven; twelve; thirteen; thirty three; nine; thirteen; third; sixty six; two;

Can you add your own?

1. I'm all at .................. and ........................

2. .......... wrongs don't make a right.

3. A bird in the hand is worth .............. in the bush.

4. All the three’s ..................

5. Clickety click .....................

6. Lucky for some - .....................

7. A baker's dozen .....................

8. A dozen ..............................

9. ................ light is unlucky?

10. A stitch in time saves .............

ANSWERS

1. Sixes; sevens; (third); thirteen; 7, thirteen; 4, thirty three.
2. two; 13, two; 13.
3. two; 13, two; 13.
4. 5, thirty three; 5, thirty three.
5. sixty six; 6, sixty six.
6. thirteen; thirteen; third; thirteen; 10, nine.

SIX; SEVEN; TWELVE; THIRTEEN; THIRTY THREE; NINE; THIRTEEN; THIRD; SIXTY SIX; TWO;